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The Key to Motivation: Part 2

Last week's Coach Note provided the road map for coaches to have a conversation with
their athletes and team about the Science of Motivation. Today's note, which concludes
Play Like a Champion's 2019-20 Weekly Note Series, focuses on Self-Motivation,
inspiring athletes to utilize the upcoming summer to continue to GROW and to develop
physically, mentally, morally and spiritually.

MOTIVATIONMOTIVATION
mo· ti· va· tion | \ ˌmō-tə-ˈvā-shən
The act or process of motivating; a
motivating force, stimulus or influence;
INCENTIVE; DRIVE.

Athletes: Check out the video to the right
that provides 4 tips for keeping yourself
motivated every day through this summer.

1. Own Your Goals: Develop goals for staying active and getting through the pandemic
and self-quarantine. Set goals for working out, developing your mental skills, staying
connected to coaches and teammates, enjoying your family time, and for just having fun.
First and foremost, make sure these goals are meaningful to you. You don’t need to have
a goal for each one of these topics every day, but you should be able to cover them all
during the course of the week.

2. Focus on the Details: You’ve heard it before –
make sure your goals are S-M-A-R-T. You may need
to get creative to get through some of the tougher
goals. Many people hate running, all they can think
about is the drudgery. However, if you imagine yourself
running for an interesting purpose (say at the 2024
Olympics) or in an interesting place (say Paris, France
where those Olympics will take place) you can make
the task more interesting.

3. Share Your Goals for the Week with Someone :
The video above recommends sharing with only one
person. You can exchange goals with a teammate,
share with one of your coaches, with a parent,

boyfriend or girlfriend and ask them to follow-up with you.

4. Resurrect Your Goals if Necessary : You may have heard it said that there are only
two outcomes in sports – success and learning. Accept that you won’t always be
successful in achieving your motivational goals. If you miss a goal, take the time to figure
out why and plan to overcome the obstacle if it happens again.

https://conta.cc/2WGtxDk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZT-FZqfxZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnxUdD17iR0&t=330s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnxUdD17iR0&t=330s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUHWwbW6DAs


WOOPWOOP IT UP IT UP
People often fail to achieve their goals because they fail to consider the obstacles and
challenges they will face. So if an obstacle shows up they are unprepared for it, which
increases the likelihood of giving up when caught off guard. Today’s last video presents a
simple process – Wish, Opportunity, Obstacle and Plan – to plan for the unexpected.
Check the video out here .

Dr. Robert Nideffer, one of the founding
fathers of sports psychology, suggests that
focus and concentration go together, but
they’re not the same thing. Athletes need to
be able to constantly shift their focus in a
matter of milliseconds without losing
concentration. Nideffer’s Attentional Model
looks at focus from the perspective of
direction: focus from internal (inside you) to
external (playing environment), along with
the width of focus: from narrow (detail) to
broad (big picture).

YOUR SUMMER ASSIGNMENTSYOUR SUMMER ASSIGNMENTS

1. As one of the videos above pointed out, a goal and a dream are not the same thing.
Your task is to use the four tips here to create a plan for the summer. For each week of
the summer, develop three goals for that week. The three goals should be different for
each week. You might want to create your goals two weeks at a time. Include steps to
resurrect your goals if needed. Share your goals with one person.

2. Use the WOOP process to create a "resurrection plan" for at least one of the two weeks
in Task #1. Try to limit your WOOP to 6-8 words maximum for each step of your WOOP.

3. Ask your coach to arrange a weekly team meeting where you and your teammates can
share what you each have been doing (or plan to do) to stay motivated for the summer.

Hey Kids... Join us for VirtualHey Kids... Join us for Virtual
Summer Sport Camps!Summer Sport Camps!

With youth sports across America interrupted and
many summer camps shut down, Play Like a
Champion is offering kids of all ages a chance to
get moving and learn new skills. Our new Virtual
Summer Camp will take place from June 1-19th,
providing kids with 90 minutes each day of live
programming from an all-star lineup of youth, high
school and college coaches. Each day will include
a period of sport specific training, mindfulness

exercises designed to improve mental health and performance, cardio-focused
fitness, and character development from Play Like a Champion staff. Most
importantly, the camp is designed to provide a fun outlet for kids and a chance to
meet other kids from all across the country. Click Here to learn more and to register.

LEARN MORE & REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL SUMMERLEARN MORE & REGISTER FOR VIRTUAL SUMMER
CAMPSCAMPS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUHWwbW6DAs
https://www.playlikeachampion.org/virtual-summer-camp
https://www.playlikeachampion.org/virtual-summer-camp


A Prayer for Hope
“Count it all joy, when you meet trials of various kinds,
for you know that the testing of your faith produces
steadfastness. And let steadfastness have its full
effect, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking
in nothing.” James 1: 2-4

In the midst of difficult trials, remember to focus on
the Lord. Joy is not derived from comfort, but from our
deep conviction that God is with us always. Joy
comes from our belief that, no matter what is
happening, God is shaping us more completely into best version of ourselves that God
created us to be.

Sign up NOW to Stay Connected & Receive
Play Like a Champion Resources All Summer!

Our weekly Tuesday notes traditionally stop for the
summer, but this summer, we believe everyone would
value the ongoing connection so we encourage you to
Sign-up for our free Friday Morning Rally  which will
keep you connected to our community and updated on
the latest information on the impact of COVID-19 on
youth and high school sports. Additionally follow us
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to get the latest
information & share resources with others in our
community!

Play Like a Champion Today Educational Series
PO Box 72, Notre Dame, IN 46556 | information@playlikeachampion.org

www.playlikeachampion.org

Visit our website

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
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